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The medium is the message: A simple analysis 

As a society we tend to focus on what is obvious to our senses. We like to think in simple 

terms in order to make sense of things and quickly move on to the next new one. When a new app 

or gadget is introduced the questions are, “What is it [for]?” “What can I do with it?”  To 

[incorrectly] apply McLuhan’s terms in this scenario, the gadget is the Medium, and the message will 

be the content that it carries e.g. a game, correspondence to friends, family or clients.  This is a 

simple enough explanation and for most people requires no theorizing or elaborate explanations. 

According to McLuhan, “Many people would be disposed to say that it was not the machine, but 

what one did with the machine, that was its meaning or message.” (McLuhan, 1964) 

  This minimalist approach to understanding technology and society is what McLuhan tries to 

push against in making that statement “The medium is the message.” Unfortunately a cursory 

approach to understanding his statement will not deliver the deep ideas he tried to pass across. The 

statement itself does not lend itself to easy explanation. 

McLuhan’s Medium 

Let us look at the term Medium. For McLuhan this was a very broad concept, which he took 

to mean any new technology, which serves as an extension of ourselves [the human body and 

senses.] (McLuhan, 1995) Going by that definition we can say that our Instant messaging apps are an 

extension of our mouths, our eBook readers are an extension of our eyes, and a hammer the 

extension of our arms.  

These media extend the range of our human bodies in new ways so we are able to 

accomplish more that we normally can. This is not a difficult concept to grasp. However, McLuhan 

wants us to think about not only these extensions in themselves but the ‘amputations’ that these 
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extensions consequently bring. (Todd Kappelman, 2001) What changes as a result of a new 

medium? Where there is an extension, there is sure to be an amputation. In order words extensions 

distort a certain human or societal balance.  

For example, the development of the phonetic alphabet led to a change in the balance of the 

human senses. Before this, all human senses [of sight, touch, hearing etc.] were balanced and in sync 

but this development heightened the use and amplification of the sense of sight to the detriment of 

the other senses.  (McLuhan, 1995) 

A societal example; the introduction of industrial machines proved to be an extension of the 

arms and bodies of human workers. The amputation was, unfortunately, the need for these workers 

themselves which led to unemployment even while production processes increased and became 

more efficient. In order words, McLuhan wants us to think beyond these extensions and 

technologies and look at the broader aspect of consequences, mostly unintended, of these media. 

The printing press also proved a central idea for McLuhan in the issue of balance in human 

senses. “The printing press hit... like a 100-megaton H bomb... The new medium of linear, uniform, 

repeatable type reproduced information in unlimited quantities and at hitherto-impossible speeds, 

thus assuring the eye a position of total predominance in man’s sensorium.” (McLuhan, 1995) This 

seeming pessimistic view of effects and consequences of media as extension of man earned 

McLuhan the label of a hard line technological determinist. Raymond Williams and James Carey 

criticized McLuhan’s views and clearly saw him in this techno determinist light. According to them 

“The work of McLuhan […] is an apparently sophisticated technological determinism which has the 

significant effect of indicating a social and cultural determinism […] If the medium - whether print 

or television – is the cause, of all other causes, all that men ordinarily see as history is at once 

reduced to effects. (Williams, 1990)” 
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However, Roderick Munday in his article “Marshall McLuhan declared that “the medium is the 

message.” What did he mean and does this notion have any value?” explained that it is hard to pin McLuhan 

down as a hard techno determinist because he never ascribed any autonomy to the technologies he 

described. They were always the extensions of man, and thus always directed and utilized by man. 

McLuhan’s determinism was that the affordances and constraints of a given technology create the 

boundary conditions in which an individual can operate. (Munday, 2003) 

Thinking beyond the Content 

Coming back to the issue on content, as I mentioned earlier, McLuhan wants us to think 

beyond the message as content because this serves to detract from the importance of the features 

and deeper consequences of the effects of a medium. "It is only too typical that the "content" of any 

medium blinds us to the character of the medium." (McLuhan, 1964) 

While it is erroneous [as some have taken this position] to interpret his statement as 

completely dismissing the importance of the content, McLuhan tries to pry society away from 

overall dependence on the content in order to understand a medium. 

We understand today that media are not empty channels; they actually have a formative 

effect on society. However these formative effects are not the content as we might think, they are 

the media themselves. (McLuhan, 1964) To take the obvious position will be to say that the specific 

media does not matter but it is the content that determines whether it is beneficial, effective, right or 

wrong or whatever else. But McLuhan says forget the content for a second, what are the effects of 

the use of these media and extension of ourselves? Outside of the content that they carry, how can 

we evaluate the effect of technology and media on society?  The effect of media, like their ‘message,’ 

is really in their form and not in their content. (Federman, 2004) 
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The Change in Human Dynamics 

Before Facebook came to be we had been communicating with friends and family and even 

strangers in other ways. We may have had to wait until we ran into an old friend, or may be sent a 

letter, or called them up on the phone, either way we had been communicating. So what changed 

with Facebook? 

With Facebook we can not only deliberately search for an old friend online, we may run into 

a picture or a video of him or her. We don’t have to talk to them on the phone and ask them to send 

over their recent pictures by mail, we can click on their profile and see what they’ve been up to for 

the last ten years! With Facebook we do not have to endure the uncertainties of meeting and 

chatting up a stranger on the bus, we can do it from the comfort of our homes or offices, without 

the awkwardness of face to face contact. 

What changed? The dimensions of our relationships, the structure of our friendships, the 

very definition of the concept of ‘friends’. Now it doesn’t really matter what we post on our 

Facebook pages and profiles. Personal photos of ourselves and families, cat photos, adventure 

photos, our poems and short stories, advertisements for our small businesses… these don’t really 

matter in the light of the effects of the medium. “Note that it is not the content or use of the 

innovation, but the change in inter-personal dynamics that the innovation brings with it,” 

(Federman, 2004) that McLuhan refers to as the message.   

Another example. Some the earliest types of publications were papyruses and scrolls. The art 

of documentation of knowledge is ancient yet at various moments in history these have been so 

changed and upgraded that the experiences of different generations with written material are 

significantly distinct. 
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Scrolls were very long, quite cumbersome artifacts. It was difficult to mark a spot with the intention 

of returning to it at a later time. This must have made seamless research and cross referencing 

difficult. You would probably have had to unroll an entire scroll to the very end, keep it open with a 

heavy object in order to move seamlessly along the narrative. This changed with the advent of the 

printing press and the production of books. Books could be opened at random, kept open by simply 

placing a piece of paper, a pen, any light object between the pages or simply leave it open and turn it 

on its face. This made research easier to carry out. Book indexes also made it easier to locate points 

within a book. 

What change might this have brought in learning institutions? Students could have their very 

own books instead of several of them poring over a large scroll. Reading and enlightenment could 

become an individualized activity. More people could have access to printed material at affordable 

costs. 

Then eBooks came on the scene and still more change occurred.  Now we don’t have to deal 

with bulky volumes that could be an issue to carry around. Our books are now an integral part of 

another extension of ourselves, our mobile phones and other gadgets. We can read on the go. We 

can annotate, bookmark without extra objects [no matter how light they may be] and we can add 

notes without ruining the integrity of our books. 

It doesn’t matter whether the books carry information on science or arts, crime novels or 

romance; as far as McLuhan’s message is concerned it is these changes in our human dynamics that 

is expressed by each medium. When we focus on the content we fail to recognize the subtle changes 

and shifts that begin to appear in our interactions, our relationships and the very structure of society. 

These are the unintended consequences McLuhan wants us to be alert to.  
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To bring back the issue of amputations, in what ways could the introduction of media like 

eBooks cause other aspects of our lives to be negatively affected? Probably the electronic waste that 

could be a result of this technology? Paper books are biodegradable, eBooks are not. But paper 

books also require the felling of trees. And we know how that affects our environment. There goes 

another effect of that technology. This brings to mind William’s critic of McLuhan’s message and 

the technological determinist stand as a whole: “If the medium - whether print or television – is the 

cause, of all other causes, all that men ordinarily see as history is at once reduced to effects.” 

(Williams, 1990)  Is it reasonable to describe technology as a cause of societal changes? If it is a 

cause, then in what relation to other causes? (Williams, 1972)  Williams himself takes a more 

nuanced position which rests between the determinist and constructivist ends of the spectrum. 

While both views offer strong evidences as to the relationship between society and technology, 

ultimately a balanced perspective is important to viewing our societal structures through the lens of 

advancement and innovation.   

The Tetrad 

Years after the publication of his book Understanding Media, McLuhan developed a 

framework for his thoughts on ‘the medium is the message’. He called it the tetrad. “It allowed 

McLuhan to apply four laws, framed as questions, to a wide spectrum of mankind's endeavors, and 

thereby give us a new tool for looking at our culture.”  (Todd Kappelman, 2001) 

1. "What does it (the medium or technology) extend? 

2. "What does it make obsolete?" 

3. "What is retrieved?" 

4. "What does the technology reverse into if it is over-extended?"  
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These four questions indicate the different inevitable changes or phases that occur as man 

continuously advances and produces new technologies, systems and processes. In other words, what 

does a new idea enable us to do better? What do we cease to do as a result of this new system or 

process? What sense of accomplishment is retrieved as we engage with this new medium? And 

finally what can happen in the foreseeable future is this system continues to grow and enlarge? How 

might it possibly change us and the structures in which we operate?  

McLuhan hoped that these questions would compel us to critically and consciously assess 

the societal changes brought about by the introduction of advancements in technology and 

innovations. And to make us aware of possible changes and shifts in our culture that may not be 

obvious to us if we only focus on the workings of our inventions, the content of our messages and 

the next big thing. 
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